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Impact exercises using different weights in the development of carrying speed and power 
performance of the For the feet in fencing 

Research Summary 
Fencing is one of the games that require physical capabilities and mobility, which is one of the most 

important pillars on which it is based fencing player, gymnast who does not have the physical abilities 
necessary for a particular activity will not be able to master motor skills for this activityLonger endurance 
described important player fencing so you must have the player adequate capacity of endurance to 
continue training and performing a number of competitions during tournaments without the low level of 
physical performance and skill. Without bearing can not player to repeat skills offensive and defensive and 
maintains the level efficiently and thus achieve achievementIt demonstrated the importance of research to 
identify the effect of using different weights exercises (and balls medical) for the development of carrying 
speed and power performance of the militant arm of the research sample 

The research problem is that the weight of the weapon with a period of time to play whenever I 

                                                   
 



continue to another round (stages) These stages and the duration period of play which runs the length of 
the day need the player carrying the speed and strength of performance so that the player can hold the 
player and perform offensive and defensive skills efficiently 

This study aimed to prepare exercises using different weights 
The effect of exercise on carrying speed and power performance of the armed arm of the research 

sample 
The curriculum 
The researcher used experimental method for suitability to the problem of finding and sample 

consisted of 16 player divided into two groups (experimental and control) were testing them were 
processed statistical bagful 

The researcher reached the following conclusions: there were statistically significant differences 
between pre and post tests and in favor of the post, there were statistically significant differences between 
the control and experimental groups and in favor of the pilot 

Researcher recommends Paying attention to trainers to develop endurance and because it is 
important the length of the play 

The need to research work and exercises to develop carry the speed and strength of the two men
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